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Model Number: 8300EZ

Mytee 8300EZ DEMO Carpet Cleaning Wand Black Lightweight Head Dual Jet Stainless Steel

12inch

Manufacturer: Mytee Products

Mytee Stainless Steel Dual Jet 12 Inch Carpet Wand DEMO 8300-EZ

Constructed Of Stainless Steel.
Specially designed 12" head to give you a wide cleaning path and optimal recovery.
With dual jets and an ergonomic grip,provides you with unmatched performance, 
in a lightweight and sturdy model that&rsquo;s constructed right here in the United
States.

    Specially designed 12" head
    Durable 1 1/2" stainless steel tube
    Dual jets for ideal spray coverage
    Easy-touch valve and ergonomic grip

Demo / refurbished /blemished means: might have blemish, scratch, rust, or dent,
used at a trade show, tested in the showroom by a customer, last years model, return
by shipping company, returned by customer, used by factory for R&amp;D work, no
factory box.  Limited stock so if you purchase it and we cannot fill the order because
another customer beat you to the bargain, your money will be returned.  Please do
not call to see if it is still available as if the web page is up and viewable, it is available
this second.  If you delayed and asked if it available so you let some other customer
place the order ahead of you. All sales are final.  
Condition of this machine: "A+ perfect"
*Our refurbished / demo equipment goes through the same type of testing as all of
our products do that are ready for purchase. The unit is in perfect working condition
when it leaves our facility and includes the same warranty as a new machine (except
labor). 
Sales tax collected in Texas and California.

Size    12"
Body    Stainless steel
Style    S-bend
Tube diameter    1 1/2"
Jets    Dual
Jet size    11002
Rated to    3,000 PSI
Product Weight    8 lbs
Shipping Weight    11 lbs
Product Dimensions    15 1/2" x 12" x 58 3/4"
Shipping Dimensions    62" x 10" x 10".
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Sunday 29 January, 2017
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